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“..through! increased! compatibility! and! comparability! of! higher! education!
systems! in!order! to! facilitate! internal!mobility! for! students,! graduates! and!




The! introduction! of! the! bachelor"master! system! should! give! an! impulse! for! curriculum!
innovation,! where! the! idea! was! that! more! joint! education! projects! between! higher!
education! institutions!would!emerge.!Also!prominent! in!the! introduction!of!the!bachelor!
master!system!was!to!improve!student!mobility.!!
!
The! key! concept! in! the!Bologna! process! obviously! is! ‘internationalisation’.! !However,! it!
appears!that!one!of!the!major!tools!in!achieving!this!aim,!being!the!use!of!Information!and!
Communication! Technology! (ICT)! has! been! ignored.2! ICT! can! be! used! to! support! the!
educational! content,! the! educational! process! as! well! as! the! organization! and!
administration!of!education.!
!




1! See!WESTERHEIJDEN! ET.! AL.,!NEW!DEGREES! IN! THE!NETHERLANDS.! EVALUATION! OF! THE!BACHELOR"MASTER! STRUCTURE! AND!
ACCREDITATION!IN!DUTCH!HIGHER!EDUCATION!53!(2008).!
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To! define! a! specific! use! of! ICT,! Frencken,! Smits! &! Wisbrun! developed! a! model! for!
internationalization! and! education.! ! Their! recommendations! for! enhancing! inter"
nationalization! included! pilot! projects! for! on"line! cooperation! between! students! from!











The! HYPATIA! research! is! interdisciplinary,! which! applies! findings! from! researches! on!
learning!and! instruction,! computer! science,!and! legal! science! (Figure!1).! In!addition,! the!
HYPATIA!research!contributes!findings!to!these!fields!as!well.!!
!




widely! and! corresponded! with! people! all! over! the! Mediterranean.! She! taught! mathematics! and! natural!
philosophy.!She! is! credited!with! the!authorship!of! three!major! treatises!on!geometry!and!algebra!and!one!on!
astronomy.!She! invented!several!tools:!an! instrument!for!distilling!water,!an! instrument!to!measure!the!specific!
gravity!of!water,!an!astrolabe!and!a!planisphere.!See!MARIA!DZIELSKA,!HYPATIA!OF!ALEXANDRA!(1995).!
!

















                                            
6! The! emphasis! is! on! institutionalized! learning! and! instruction,! being! learning! and! instruction! organized! and!
accredited!within!an! institution!as!a!school!or!a!university.!Life! long! learning,! internationalized!adult!education!
(see! for! instance! the!Grundtvig!program!available!at:!www.europeesplatform.nl)!or!the!program! ‘e"learning! for!
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Since! the!beginning!of! the!Eighties! these! types!of! technologies!were! introduced! in! legal!
education!at! Law! schools!and! Law! faculties! in!Europe.!The! first!applications! in! this! field!












new! ways! of! teaching! and! learning! law,! for! example,! by! providing! students! with! an!









and! efficient! learning! of! law! requires! a! principled! and! structured! design! approach:! the!
design!of!these!materials!should!be!based!on!research!outcomes.8!!




George! Span,! De! computer! als! tutor,! in! COMPUTER"ONDERSTEUND! ONDERWIJS! IN! DE! JURIDISCHE! DISCIPLINE.(! Beek,!
Boerma,!&!Hurts!eds.,!1988);!TOM!ROUTEN,!COMPLEX!INPUT:!A!PRACTICAL!WAY!OF!INCREASING!THE!BANDWITH!FOR!FEEDBACK!




8!See!Antoinette!Muntjewerff,!Principled!and!Structured!design!of!Electronic!Materials! for!Learning! the!Law,! in!
LEGAL!KNOWLEDGE! AND! INFORMATION! SYSTEMS,!133! (Trevor!Bench"Capon,!Aspasia!Daskalopulu!&!Radboud!Winkels!
eds.,!2002);!Antoinette!Muntjewerff,!Effective!and!efficient! learning!of!the! law!using!models!of! legal!knowledge!
and! legal! reasoning,! in! IN!HET! LICHT!VAN!DEZE!OVERWEGINGEN!209! (Eveline!Feteris,!Harm!Kloosterhuis,! Jose!Plug!&!
Jeanette!Pontier!eds.,!2004);!Antoinette!Muntjewerff!&!Jeroen!Leijen,!Unplugging!Blackboard,!in!KEY!ISSUES!IN!THE!
DEVELOPMENT! AND!USE! OF! ICT! IN! LEGAL! EDUCATION,! 57! (Paul!Maharg!&! Antoinette!Muntjewerff! eds.,! 2005);! Paul!
Maharg!&!Antoinette!Muntjewerff,!Through!a!Screen!Darkly:!Electronic! Legal!Education! in!Europe,!volume!36,!
number!3!THE!LAW!TEACHER.!THE! INTERNATIONAL!JOURNAL!OF!LEGAL!EDUCATION,!307!(2002);!Paul!Maharg!&!Antoinette!
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by!definition! interdisciplinary!and! requires!a! close! relation!with!both! legal! research!and!
instructional! research.! Then! there! is! the!main! difference! between! the! Anglo"American!




research! community.! ! There! is! a! need! for! a! forum! for! researchers! and! developers! of!
electronic!materials!for!learning!the!law!to!define!the!research!agenda,!to!be!able!to!share!











basic!research! model!construction!! theoretical!research! legal!perspective!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! knowledge!
engineering!perspective!













                                                                                                                
Muntjewerff,!Key! Issues! in! the!Development!and!Use!of! ICT! in!Legal!Education,!THE!LAW!TEACHER!SPECIAL!EDITION!
(2005).!
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Basic!research!is!concerned!with!developing!well"founded!models!of!legal!knowledge!and!





design! approach! guides! the! process! in! such! a! way! that! difficulties! and! mistakes!
encountered!during!the!design!process!may!be!accounted!for.!
!
Integration! research! is! concerned! with! listing! existing! electronic! materials! using! a!
classification!and! to!make!applications!available! for! (re)!use,! in!what! is! referred! to!as!a!
ToolBox!for!learning!the!law.!










The!aim!of!the!basic!research!part! is!to! (re)!construct!explicit!models!of! legal!knowledge!
and!legal!reasoning!to!be!applied!in!electronic!materials!for!learning!law.!These!models!are!
(re)! constructed! by! way! of! both! theoretical! and! empirical! research.! In! the! theoretical!






knowledge! given! a! specific! legal! task.! Besides! that,! studies! are! carried! out! to! acquire!
insight! in! how! law! students! handle! legal! knowledge! and! apply! this! knowledge! in!




and! a! knowledge! engineering! perspective.! The! legal! perspective! is! that! different! legal!
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The!model"based!approach! is! the!most!articulated!and! structured!approach! resulting! in!
well"founded!problem!solving!methods! for! legal!tasks.!The! legal!equivalent!of!the!model!
based!approach,!is!the!model!based!legal!knowledge!engineering!approach.10!Model"based!
legal! knowledge! engineering! deals! with!modelling! legal! problem! solving!methods! and!
modelling! legal!domain!knowledge.!The!model"based!approach! involves!the!construction!















Within! the!model!based!approach!we! therefore!opt! for! the!approach! that!describes! the!
construction!of!a!model!of!automated!legal!reasoning.!We!are!interested!in!using!the!legal!
knowledge! in!performing!a! legal! task.!We!want! to! reveal!a! structure!of!use! in! the! legal!
sources.! We! therefore! turn! to! a! conceptual! perspective! where! statutes! are! seen! as!
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the! major! reasoning! or! argument! in! a! field.! The! functional! perspective! could! be!
understood!by!the!fact!that!fields!are!typically!fields!of!practice.!As!a!consequence,!types!
of! knowledge! can!be!distinguished!by! their! roles.! These! roles!may! also! reflect! that! the!











!" the!models!of! legal!knowledge!and! legal! reasoning!are!used! in! the!materials!on! the!










The!need!to!be!acquainted!with!existing!tools! is!self"evident.!However,! it! is!necessary!to!
come!up!with!a!classification!scheme!to!be!able!to!integrate!these!existing!applications!in!a!
ToolBox.! This! classification! is! useful! to! make! clear! distinctions! between! types! of!
applications!and!ways!of!realizing!them.!This!division!makes! it!easy!to!see!what!tools!are!




Legal!Tasks.!A!Case!Study!of!the! Interaction!Problem! in!the!Legal!Domain! (1995);!Robert!van!Kralingen,!Frame"
based!Conceptual!Models!of!Statute!Law!(1995).!
16! Summaries! of! 50! major! theories! of! learning! and! instruction! available! at:! ! http://tip.psychology.org/!
theories.html.!!









The! electronic!materials! in! the! ToolBox! are!materials! that! cover! a!wide! range! of! legal!
knowledge! and! legal! skills.! These!materials!help! law! students! to!become! a! skilled! legal!
practitioners!or!legal!scientists.!Law!students!and!law!teachers!may!select!the!proper!tools!
for! learning! or! teaching.! To! be! able! to! select! the! proper! tools!we! also! need! to! define!
selection!criteria.!!
!



















!" Knowledge! acquisition! tools! are! tools! that! support! the! learner! in! acquiring! the!
meaning! of! concepts! and! the! relations! between! concepts! (for! example,! CALI!
modules).17!
!
!" Training! tools! are! tools! that! use! the! acquired! knowledge! in! performing! a! legal!
(problem!solving)!task.!
                                            
17!CALI!available!at:!!http://www.cali.org!
!












! legal!instructional!tools! knowledge! acquisition!
tools/guiding!systems!














the! task! to!be! learned!or! trained! for.!The!coaching!system!monitors! the!activities!of! the!
student!and!outcomes!of! the!student!performance.! It!compares! these!with! the!required!























































built! a!model! of! the! individual! student.19! The!model! keeps! track! of! the! changes! in!
behavior!and!registers!what!the!student!is!doing!and!how!she!does!it.!
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Coaching! systems! may! differ! in! three! major! factors.! The! first! factor! is! the! degree! of!
similarity!of! the! training/learning!environment! in!comparison!with!the!real!environment.!
The!second! factor! is! the!degree!of! freedom! the!student!has! in!performing! the! task.!The!







A!task! is!performed! in!some!environment.!This!environment!defines!or! instantiates!some!
problem!or!goal!to!be!achieved!and!specifies!(makes!explicit)!the!conditions!(situation)!in!






user! during! task! performance.! Help! systems! are! almost! always! coupled! with! other!
interactive! computer! systems,! for! instance! they! may! support! operators! that! monitor!
(industrial)! chemical! processes,! or! they! may! support! users! of! applications! as! word!
processors.!
!
A!well"known!example!of!the! latter! is!EUROHELP.20!In! learning!to!acquire!skill! in!using!an!
















                                            
20!BREUKER,!supra!note!18.!




A!distinction! is!made!between! the!environment!and! the!coach.!Where! the!environment!
simulates!the!problem!situation!that!defines!the!task!to!be! learned!or!trained,!the!coach!









task!directed!problem!or! exercise,! the! goal! is! stated! and! the! sub"tasks! that!have! to!be!
carried!out!are! traced.! In!a!more! free! setting! the! student! is!presented!with!a! situation.!
Without! explicitly! setting! a! task! the! coaching! system! asks! the! student! to! explore! the!
environment!on!the!basis!of!this!situation.!
!






The! computer! tutor!Steve! is!a!human! like!agent! that! collaborates!with! the! student! in!a!
virtual!world!to!help!the!student!to!learn23.!!
!





















He,! for! example,! tells! the! student!what! he! is! going! to! do! (“Let!me! show! you! how! to!
perform! the!pre"start!procedure”).!Steve!also!watches! if! the!student! is!paying!attention.!
This! is! followed!by! the!student!performing! the! task!while!Steve! looks!over!her!shoulder.!
Steve! has! a! specific! and! meaningful! role! in! learning! the! task! of! operating! complex!







she!presents! the!hints!and! feedback! to! the! student!both! in! text!and!with!a! synthesized!
voice.!The!evaluation!of!Adele! showed! that! student!did!not! find!Adele!believable!as!an!
attending! physician.! Adele! is! a! pseudo! figure!who! has! no! specific! and!meaningful! role!






Coaching!systems!vary! in! the!way! the!knowledge! is!explicitly! represented! in! the!system.!
Systems!that!use!an!implicit!knowledge!representation!encode!decisions!not!knowledge.25!
These!systems!are! for! that! reason!classified!as!non"intelligent.!Systems! that!do!explicitly!
encode! the! knowledge! are! labelled! as! ‘intelligent’.! Explicitness! of! knowledge!
representation!comes!in!degrees.!!
!
With! an!explicit! knowledge! representation! it! is!possible! to!make! inferences!and! to!give!
explanations!on!the!basis!of!the!representation.!!
!
Environment,! coaching! strategies! and! knowledge! representation! are! distinguished! as!
separate! factors,! which! have! specific! dependencies! between! them.! The! ideal! is! to!
construct! a! coaching! system!with! an! explicit! simulation! environment! and! a! coach!with!
explicit!knowledge!about!this!environment,!where!an!explanation!consists!of!elements!of!
that!explicit!representation.!!
                                            
24! Adele! stands! for! Agents! for! distributed! learning! environments.! Screen! dumps! of! Adele! are! available! at:!
http://www.isi.edu/isd/ADE.!
25!WENGER,!supra!note!18.!
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This!ideal!is!not!so!much!that!it!enables!the!system!to!be!more!‘intelligent’.!However,!this!
intelligence! allows!more! individualized! and! flexible! reactions! to! the!performance!of! the!
student.!!
!
Moreover,! it! allows! the! system! to! search! for!underlying! causes! (misconceptions)!of! the!
student’s!errors!or! inefficient! task!performance.! It!makes! it!easier! to! interpret!what! the!













in! the! HYPATIA! research! program! is! on! new! additional!materials.! These!materials! are!
intended! to! support! students! where! they! experience! difficulties! in! acquiring! legal!
knowledge! and! legal! skills! and! materials! are! not! available.! HYPATIA! develops! new!
additional!electronic!materials!for! legal!education.!Law!students!experience!difficulties! in!
acquiring! legal! knowledge! and! in! using! legal! knowledge! and! law! teachers! report! these!
difficulties.!However,!there!are!no!materials!available!to!help!students!to!overcome!these!
difficulties.! Therefore! these! types! of! materials! are! developed! within! HYPATIA.! The!
materials!are!made!available! in!an!electronic!environment!because!of! the!advantages!of!
individualized!instruction!and!practice!combined!with!immediate!support!and!feedback.!A!
computer!program!has! the! capacity! to!adapt! to! the! individual! student's!performance,! it!
may!support!the!management!of! information!and! it!may!present!various!representations!









and! the!specific!difficulties!experienced!by! law!students.!HYPATIA! is!divided! into!specific!
research!programs.!For!example,! instructional!environments!for!acquiring! legal!concepts,!
for!learning!to!use!statutes!on!the!basis!of!insight!in!the!system!and!structure!of!statutes,!
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The! task!of! legal!case! solving!was!examined,! resulting! in!a!conceptualization!of! the! task!
and!an!inventory!of!difficulties!in!legal!case!solving!(see!Fig.!3).!!
!
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This! inventory! lead! to! the! conclusion! that! students! should! be! supported! in!managing!
information! and! prevented! from! ‘jumping! to! conclusions’! to! enable! the! student! to!
construct! a! correct! and! complete! legal! solution.! We! decided! that! this! requires! an!





requires! the! storage! of! many! intermediate! findings.! As! a! consequence! (short! term)!
memory!is!exceeded!in!no!time.!Making!notes!may!function!as!a!kind!of!external!memory,!
however,! this! involves! copying! articles! from! statutes! and! facts! from! the! situation!
description.!This!is!not!only!much!work,!it!is!also!something!that!students!will!not!do!or!will!
not!do! exhaustively.!However,!we!do!want! the! student! to!work! in! a! systematic!way! to!
prevent!them!from! ‘jumping!to!conclusions’!and!to!enable!them!to!construct!a!complete!
and! correct! solution.! We! decided! to! present! an! environment! that! meets! both!
requirements:! (1)! relieve! the! student! of! the! task! of! keeping! track! and! recording!
intermediate!results!and!(2)!enable!the!student!to!work!in!a!systematic!way.!!
!




a! solution! and! to! “go! through! the! problem”! so! to! speak.!We! found! that! the! different!




to!what! activities! have! to! be! carried! out,! but!more! to! how! these! activities! have! to! be!
carried!out.!This! revealed! that! the!major! role! in!solving!a! legal!case! is! reserved! for! legal!
knowledge.27!
!
The! understanding! and! legal! interpretation! of! a! situation!description! requires! a! correct!
mapping!between!this!situation!description!and!the!knowledge! implied!by!the!domain!of!
practice.!Based!on!our! insights! in!students!difficulties!with!solving! legal!cases!we!decided!
that!this!mapping!should!be!made!explicit!in!such!a!concrete!fashion!that!it!also!should!act!
as!an!external!memory!that!marks!which!propositions!in!the!legal!case!have!been!covered!
by!the! law!and!which!have!not!been.!The! latter!may!mean!that!the!proposition! is!either!
not!relevant!in!legal!terms!or!has!been!overlooked.!This!leads!us!to!differentiate!between!
the!legal!case,!the!legal!rules!and!the!legal!solution,!where!we!also!discussed!the!different!
components! that!make!up! a! solution.!We!also! found!out! that! students!have!difficulties!
finding! their! way! in! the! legal! knowledge,! therefore! we! should! improve! the!
conceptualization!of!the!legal!knowledge.!It!is!therefore!important!to!differentiate!types!of!
knowledge!based!on!their!role!in!legal!case!solving.!Because!we!also!think!it!is!important!to!
be! able! to! address! the! knowledge! right! from! the! start!we!decided! to! externalize! these!
different!types!of!knowledge.!!
!
The! instructional! model! for! learning! to! solve! legal! cases! separates! the! instructional!
material!and!the!support!material.!Because!the!model!only!defines!the!instructional!model!











We! do! not! use! an! explicit! knowledge! representation,! because! for! a! non!model! based!
                                            
27!MUNTJEWERFF,!supra!note!7.!
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The! decision!was!more! or! less! dictated! by! our! view! on!motivation,!where! freedom! of!
control!by!the!student!is!highly!valued.!!
!
Our!main! principle! in! deciding! how!we! have! the! student! navigate! in! the! instructional!
environment! is!freedom!of!choice!and!control!for!the!student.!The!student!may!do!what!
she!wants! to!do!and!whenever!she!wants! to!do! it.!The! instructional!environment!allows!
her!to! look!around!and!to!examine!each!and!every!detail.!There!are!no!time!restrictions,!












A!button! in! turn!contains!pop!up!menus!each!showing!a! list!of!specific!options!to!select!




to! learn! legal! case! solving.! PROSA! does! not! explicitly! instruct! a!method.!However,! the!
design!of!the!screen!constraints!the!ways!the!solution!can!be!constructed.!We!argued!that!
it!might! be!more! supportive! to! present! an! environment! in!which! the! basic! legal! case!
solving! components!are!externalized.!This!way! the! student! is!not!enforced! to!work! in!a!
pre"specified!way,!however,!she!does!have!something! to!go!by! that!may!support!her! to!
work! in!a!systematic!way.!Externalization!may!also!take!over!cognitive!activities!from!the!
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The! leading! principle! in! designing! PROSA! is! “divide! &! conquer”.!We! not! only!made! a!
distinction! within! legal! case! solving! between! legal! case! solving! method! and! legal!
knowledge,!we!also!distinguished!between!types!of!legal!knowledge,!which!in!turn!dictate!
distinctive! components! in! legal!case! solving.! In! the! instructional!model!we!distinguished!
between! instructional! material! and! support.! These! distinctions! were! realized! in! the!
interface!in!such!a!way!that!it!presents!students!with!an!environment!that!makes!it!easy!to!
“conquer”!legal!case!solving.!This!is!accomplished!by!a!spatial!design!of!the!interface!(see!














and! the! presentation! of! support! on! the! other.! The! use! of! color! has! functionality! in!
distinguishing!the!subsequent!components!that!play!a!role!in!legal!case!solving.!!
!
The! distinction! between! the! presentation! of! the!materials! and! the! presentation! of! the!




the! legal! case! description! in! the! LegalCaseWindow! in! the!upper! layer.! The! student! can!
select!a!legal!case!(legal!case!button)!and!legal!rules!(legal!rules!button).!!
!
The!middle!window! in! the!upper! layer! the!ConstructLegalSolutionWindow! is!where! the!
student! constructs! her! legal! solution! by! matching! selected! article! components! with!
selected!facts!(the!process!button!contains!the!select!and!the!match!options,!the!product!
button! contain! facilities! to! ‘edit’! the! legal! solution).! The! specific! problem! posed! to! the!
student!is!put!at!the!top!of!this!window.!The!students’!workspace!allows!her!to!keep!track!
of! her! local! decisions.! Because! there! is! no!prescribed!method!or!order! to! the!way! she!
matches! legal! rules! to! facts,! the!student!may!work!both! ‘theory’!driven!or! ‘case’!driven.!
Therefore,! in!the!end!the!student! is!capable!to!come!to!a!conclusion!on!the!basis!of!the!
argument!structure.!The! legal!solution! is!the!actual!work!space!of!the!student.!However,!
we!have! to!deal!with! the! fact! that!our! space!on!a!computer! screen! is! limited.!This!may!






buttons)! on! the! legal! case,! the! legal! rules! or! the! legal! solution! to! be! constructed.! This!
support!is!then!presented!in!the!respective!window!in!the!lower!layer.!!
!
Although!maintenance! and! re"use!may! be! classified! as! basic! requirements,!we! did! not!








the!knowledge! is! liable!to!minor!and!major!changes!due!to!decisions!by!the! legislator!or!
the!administration!of!justice.!To!be!able!to!test!our!claims!we!had!to!set!limits!to!both!the!




re"use.!Here!we!restrict!the!description!to!the!way! in!which!we!attended!these! issues! in!
the!architecture!and!the!implementation.!!
!
Maintaining!a!system!as!PROSA,! requires! that! the!system!can!be!changed.! If! the!system!
can! be! changed! it! is! possible! to! repair!mistakes! and! to! add! or! delete!materials,! laws!
change.!It!is!also!necessary!that!changes!can!be!made!without!too!much!costs!and!effort.!!












PROSA!button.! The! start!PROSA!button!brings!us! to! the!data! request! screen!where!we!
have! to! insert! our! name! and! student! number.! This! is! required! so! PROSA! can! keep!our!




using! the!menu!button! legal! case.! The! legal! cases! in!PROSA! are! arranged!by! topic.!We!
decide! to! select! a! case!with! topic! interested!party! from! the! list!of! topics! that!pops!up.!
Within!each! topic! the! legal!cases!are!arranged!by! level!of!difficulty.!We!decide! to!select!
difficulty!level!easy!from!the!list.!!
!
The! situation!description! selected! is! then!presented! in! the!upper! layer! in! the! legal! case!
window! (e.g.! the!Dapper!Market! case)! (see! Fig.!5).!At! the! same! time! the!question! that!
belongs!to!the!situation!description! is!presented! in!the!upper! layer! in!the!construct! legal!








the! situation! description! is! now! visualized.! There! also! appears! a! specific! part! in! the!
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construct! legal!solution!window!that! is!titled! legal!solution.!This! is!where!we!have!to!put!
our!intermediate!results!to!construct!our!legal!solution.!We!select!a!legal!rule!by!choosing!
the!legal!rules!button!in!the!upper!layer!in!the!legal!rules!window.!This!button!shows!the!
three!different!categories!of! legal! rules:!statutes,!other! regulations!and!case! law.!Within!
the!statute!option!a!further!classification!of!statutes!is!made!based!on!the!area!of!law!the!
statutes!belong! to.!We!choose! the!option! statutes! from! the! legal! rules!button!and! then!
select! the! act! we! think! applicable! given! the! specific! legal! case! and! question! to! be!
answered.! This! act! is! presented! in! the! legal! rules! window! (e.g.! the! General! Act! of!
Administrative!Law).!We!now!have!to!select!an!applicable!article!from!this!act.!This!article!
has!to!be!copied!to!the!construct!legal!solution!window,!in!the!specific!part!select!legal!rule!
(e.g.! Interested!party!means! the!person!whose! interest! is!directly!affected!by!an!order).!
We!may!bring!the!article!to!the! legal!solution!using!the!product!option!bring!to!solution.!
We!now!have!to!select!an!article!component!from!the!article!(e.g.!the!person)!and!a!fact!
























































an! interested!party! in! the!meaning!of! the!GALA28,!however,!we!do!not!know!where!we!
may!find!the!legal!knowledge.!We!therefore!decide!to!ask!for!an!elaboration!by!using!the!
                                            
28!GALA!=!General!Administrative!Law!Act.!
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support!button!of! the! legal! case!window! in! the! lower! layer.!The!buttons!have!different!
options!available!as!a! list!of!concepts!and!a! topic!model.!We!select! the! 'list!of!concepts'!
option!resulting!in!the!presentation!of!an!alphabetical!list!of!terms!used!in!the!domain!of!
practice.! After! selecting! the! term! 'interested! party'!we! get! a! description! of! the! article!




We! not! only! may! ask! for! elaborations,! we! may! also! ask! for! an! assessment! of! our!
(intermediate)!results!using!the!assess!button!in!the!construct!legal!solution!window.!The!
two!types!of!assessment!available!are!sub!assessment!and!final!assessment.!When!we!are!
sure! we! want! to! quit! working! on! the! particular! case! we!may! ask! a! final! assessment,!
however,!when!we!want!to!proceed!but!also!want!to!have!feedback!on!how!we!are!doing!
we!may!ask!for!a!sub!assessment.!The!final!assessment!will!present!an!overview!of!what!
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This!overview!shows!how!many!sessions!we!had!with!PROSA,!how!many!cases!we!solved!in!




of!PROSA! in!what!way! is!what!a!student!has!to!do!different!from!the!way!she! is!used!to!
solve!a!legal!case!(using!printed!materials!and!her!memory)?!It!is!for!certain!that!in!solving!












its! function! in! legal!case!solving.!The! legal!case! is!separated!from!the! legal!rules!and!the!
legal!solution!is!divided!into!partial!components.!
!
Working!with! PROSA! is! therefore!more! efficient.!However,! is! being!more! efficient! also!
being! better?! It! is,! because! the! most! important! factor! in! problem! solving! is! what! is!
























analyzing! precedent! cases! especially! with! determining! the! specific! legal!meaning! of! a!
precedent.!Within! the! current! curriculum! there! is!not!enough! time! to! read!and!analyze!
precedent!cases! in!the!presence!of!a!teacher!who!may!provide!immediate!feedback.!Law!
students! are! also! not! presented! with!models! that!may! guide! them! in! the! process! of!
reading!and!analyzing!precedent!cases.! In! learning!the! law! it! is!essential!to!know!how!to!




electronic! format)!and! to!present! the! student!a! framework! for!analyzing! the! text!of! the!
precedent.!The!student!can!copy!and!paste!parts!of!the!text!from!the!precedent!into!the!
framework.! This! approach! also! enables! comparison! of! precedents! on! elements! in! the!
framework.!!
!
The! law!that!applies! in!a! legal!system!such!as!the!Dutch! legal!system!consists!of!general!
rules! that! are! determined! or! acknowledged! by! authoritative! bodies.! The! two! most!















legal! system,!and! they!need! to!understand! the! two!categories!of!decisions!by! judges.!A!
                                            
29!There!is!profound!confusion!about!the!terminology.!In!Dutch!terms!as!‘beslissing’,!‘vonnis’,!‘arrest’,!‘uitspraak’,!
are!used!to! indicate!a!decision!by!an!authoritative!body.!The!term! ‘jurisprudentie’! is!used!to! indicate!the!set!of!
decisions!by!authoritative! instances! that!add! to! the!body!of!applicable! rules! in! the! legal!system.! In!English! the!
term!‘precedent’!is!used!to!indicate!both!the!decision!by!a!judge!and!the!role!the!decision!has!in!the!legal!system,!
that! is! other! judges! have! to! take! this! decision! into! account! in! their! future! decision! making,! The! term!
‘jurisprudence’!has!a!completely!different!meaning,!where!it!refers!to!legal!theory.!
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student!has!to!have!knowledge!about!where!to!look!for!decisions!of!the!second!category,!




the! legal! knowledge.! To! illustrate! the! use! of! this! knowledge! in! practice,! teachers!work!
through! decisions! as! examples.! However,! it! is! difficult,! if! not! impossible,! to! learn! by!
explanation!or!by! imitation! alone.!A!more! effective!way! to!obtain! expertise! (skill)! is!by!
actually! performing! the! task,! i.e.! students! should! do! the! exercises,! while! the! teacher!
provides! feedback! on! their! solutions.! Not! only! feedback! on! the! solution! provided! by!
students!is!important.!!!
!
For!effective! learning,!also! the! solution!process! should!be!monitored!and!provided!with!
feedback.!Furthermore! it! is!desirable! for!students! to!be!able! to!ask! for!help!at!any! time!




a!computer!program!as! the! instructional!medium!does!have!a!number!of!advantages.! It!











In!essence! the!Assembler! is!a!database! containing!a! selection!of!decisions!used! in! legal!
education.! The! law! student! can! do! a! search! (key!word! and/or! full! text)! for! a! specific!
decision!or!a!set!of!decisions.!Decisions!can!be!added!to!the!database!and!key!words!can!
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In! essence! PAT! is! an! instructional! environment! for! learning! to! structure! and! analyse! a!
decision!to!determine!how!it!adds!to!the!body!of!applicable!rules!in!the!legal!system.!PAT!
builds!on! the!Assembler!module.! It!presents! the! student! the! text!of!a! selected!decision!
together! with! a! framework! containing! the! main! elements! in! a! decision! text! (as,! for!
instance,! the! different! parties! and! their! roles! in! the! various! stages! of! their! procedures!
before!the!different!courts).! It!allows!the!student!to!fill!the!framework!with!the!relevant!
parts! from! the! text! of! the! decision.! The! activities! of! the! student! are!monitored,! and!
compared! to!a!model!where!deviations!are!diagnosed! to!be!able! to!present! the!student!
with!a!hint!or!a!remediation.!
!
What! is! structuring! and! analyzing! a! decision?! In! order! to! answer! this! question! and! to!
design! an! environment! to! support! law! students! in! finding,! reading,! structuring! and!
analyzing! decisions! to! indicate! and! understand! the! legal! meaning! of! a! decision,! it! is!
necessary!to!analyse!the!task.!The!legal!sources!that!were!examined!to!model!the!task!of!
















!" What! is! the! final! outcome! of! the! decision! of! the! Supreme! Court! in! this!
decision?!
!
However,! merely! instructing! a! method! does! not! work! for! novices! (see! for! details!
Muntjewerff,!2000).!This!is!partly!due!to!the!fact!that!instructing!a!method!is!a!problem!in!
itself,!as! it! is!difficult!to!communicate!a!method,!because!this!requires!the!translation!of!
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actions! into! words.! A! method! is! in! fact! empty;! explaining! content! is! much! more!
“substantial”! and! therefore! easier.! The! somewhat! paradoxical! situation! is! that! novices!
have! to! learn! to! determine! the! legal!meaning! by! determining! the! legal!meaning.! Law!
students!especially!have!difficulties!with!determining!what!the!decision!adds!to!the!body!
of! applicable! rules! in! the! legal! system.! Based! on! findings! in! research! in! legal! problem!
solving! it! is!stated!that!the!difficulties!are!first!of!all!caused!by! insufficient!mastery!of,!or!
insight! in,! the! subject!matter.!Secondly,!especially! for!novices,!methods,!often!as!a! side!















These! difficulties! are! first! of! all! caused! by! the! fact! that! a! decision! is! an! incomplete!











This! is! realised! by! presenting! the! student!with! both! the! full! text! of! the! decision! and! a!
framework! which! visualises! the! elements! in! a! decision! necessary! to! reconstruct! the!
decision!in!order!to!determine!the!legal!significance!of!the!decision!(see!Fig.!8).!
                                            
31!!In!PROSA!the!main!goal!is!the!construction!of!a!legal!solution.!The!problem!solving!goal!is!the!question.!On!the!
basis!of!the!specific!facts!and!the!abstract!legal!rules!the!argument!structure!is!constructed!to!result!in!an!answer!
to! the! question.! Structuring! and! analysing! a! decision! is! reconstructing! a! legal! solution.! On! the! basis! of! the!
conclusion!the!argument!structure!that!lead!to!the!conclusion!has!to!be!reconstructed!to!be!able!to!pose!the!legal!
question.!
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There!are!no!applications!available!that!support!law!students!in!structuring!and!analysing!a!





The! aim! of! the! CASE! project! is! to! realize! an! environment! in! which! law! students! are!
supported! in! structuring! and! analyzing!a!decision.!This!means! that!both! the!decision!at!
hand! has! to! be! presented! to! the! student,! as!well! as! the! framework! for! analysis.! The!
student!must!be!able!to!select!text!fragments!from!the!decision!and!paste!these!within!the!
correct!cell! in!the!relevant!table! in!the!framework.!Since!finding!cases! is!also!part!of!the!
training! of! law! students! search! facilities! have! to! be! available! in! the! environment.! The!
functionality!of!searching!for!a!decision!is!implemented!in!the!module!called!‘Assembler’.!
The! functionality! of! structuring! and! analysing! a! decision! is! implemented! in! the!module!
called!‘PAT’.!Other!basic!requirements!are!maintenance!and!re"use.!It!should!be!possible!to!
make! changes! to! the! system! and! its! content!without!much! costs!and!efforts.! !Errors! in!
system!and!content!should!be!easily!traceable!and!correctable.!It!must!be!possible!to!add!
and!delete! content!without! causing!problems!elsewhere! in! the! system.!Transparency!of!
the!architecture!and!tools!are!therefore!design!goals,!as!it!may!facilitate!maintenance.!The!




allows! teachers! to! prepare! cases! for! use! in! the! PAT! module.! Students! can! use! the!
Assembler!to!locate!cases!on!the!basis!of!key!words!and/or!full!text!search!to!find!specific!
decisions.!When!the!student!wants!to!structure!and!analyse!a!decision!she!can!select!one!




                                            
32!ALEVEN,!supra!note!7.!













in! PHP! (4.3.2).! This! application! handles! form! processing,! storage! and! retrieval! of!
information!from!the!various!tables! in!the!database!and!generating!the!HTML!pages!that!
are!output!to!the!user.!A!small!number!of!simple!functions!are!implemented!using!client"
side! JavaScripts.! CASE! offers! extensive! support! for! administrative",! editing",! browsing",!
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and!place! in!a!specific!position!within! the!solution! framework.!Text! fragments!can!be!as!
short! as! a! single! sentence,! but!more! often,! they! are! as! long! as! a! paragraph.! The! text!
fragments! are! stored! in! a! database! along!with!metadata! such! as! a! reference! to! their!
position!in!the!solution.!Although!a!text!fragment!as!described!is!the!basic!building!block,!
these! fragments! can!have!one!or!more! sub"fragments! (such!as! single!words)!which! can!
also!be!selected!by!the!student.!For!instance,!the!text!fragment!!
!
“Op! het! beroep! van! Ronald! G,! geboren! te! Amsterdam! op! 6! aug.! 1954,!




contains! the! sub"fragment! 'Ronald!G',! the!accused.! In! some! cases! the! student!needs! to!
select!the!whole!sentence,!and! in!others!only!the!sub!fragment.!The!solution!framework!
consists!of!a!number!of! tables,! such!as!parties,! facts,! claim!and! the!argument! structure!
before!the!Supreme!Court!(see!Fig.!8).!Each!table!is!two!dimensional!and!contains!a!small!
number! of! cells,! e.g.! facts! as! presented! by! the! initiator,! and! facts! presented! by! the!
opponent.! Each! cell! in! the! solution,! therefore,! can!be!designated!by! three! coordinates:!
table,! row!and! column.!These! coordinates!are!used! to!mark! the!proper! location!of! text!
fragments!within! the!solution! framework.!They!allow! the!student's!solution! to!be! tested!
against! the! solution! defined! by! the! teacher;! the! cell! in! which! the! student! places! the!
fragment!has! to!match! the!metadata! reference!of! the! text! fragment.! In! the! case!of! an!
incorrect!placement!of!a!fragment,!its!position!relative!to!the!correct!place!is!also!known.!
This!allows! for! standardised! responses! to! common!errors.!For! instance,!when!a! student!
puts!the! initiator’s!name! in!the!opponent’s!cell,!the!following!response!can!be!generated!














As! mentioned! above,! CASE! distinguishes! four! types! of! user:! administrators,! editors,!
teachers!and!students.!User!rights!are!distributed! in!an! incremental! fashion! in!CASE,!this!
means! that! a! teacher!has! access! to!both! student"! and! teaching! facilities;! an! editor!has!
access!to!editing",!teaching"!and!student!facilities;!and!the!administrator!user!has!rights!to!
do! everything! the! other! users! can,! plus! adding,! removing! and! changing! users,! and!






teacher’s!menu,!Assembler,! PAT,! change!password! and! logout.! Since! she! recently! came!
upon!a!decision!relevant!for!law!students,!she!decides!to!add!it!to!the!CASE!database.!The!
editor’s!menu!gives!access!to!the!add!decision!screen.!Here!she!fills!in!a!few!facts!about!the!
decision! (name,!publication!date,! court!etc.)!and!with!copy"!paste!actions,! she!adds! the!
text!of!the!decision!to!the!database.!Next,!she!visits!the!metadata!editor!(see!Fig.!10).!
!








importantly,! to! add! new! keywords,! or! remove! existing! ones.! After! completing! this!
procedure,!the!decision!can!be!searched!for!using!the!search!interface.!
!




























The! teacher! is! not! allowed! to! change! the! information! or! the! solution! framework! of! a!
decision.! However,! he! can! add! students! to! the! CASE! user! database,! and! preview! the!
correct! PAT! answers! (the! prepared! solution! framework)! for! each! decision.! More!
importantly,! the! teacher! has! access! to! a! student! tracking! facility! to! analyze! student!
behavior.!!
!
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The!PAT!interface,!shown!in!Fig.!13,!is!divided!into!three!frames.!The!left!frame!shows!all!
text! fragments! of! the! decision! at! hand.! The! top! right! frame! contains! the! tables! of! the!
solution!framework.!The!bottom!right!frame!provides!feedback!to!the!student’s!actions.!A!
text! fragment! is!placed! in!a!cell!of! the!solution! table!by! first!selecting! the!cell,!and! then!
selecting! the! fragment! to! fill! this! cell.! Once! placed,! the! application! will! check! the!
combination!of!cell!and! fragment!and!provide!a! feedback!message! from!the!database! in!
the!feedback!frame.!Text!fragments!can!be!removed!from!a!cell!by!clicking!the!‘x’"button!in!

























selecting! facts! from! the!real! life!situation!and!where!necessary!ascertain!these! facts!and!
select! applicable! legal! rules,! decompose! the! legal! rule! into! components,! select! a!






selected! legal! facts! from! a! case! description.! However,! no! attention! is! paid! to! the!
construction!of!the!case!description.!Fernhout!et!al.!(1987)!claim!that!in!legal!practice!most!
of!the!time!and!effort!is!spent!on!the!activities!of!selecting!facts!and!ascertaining!facts!to!
establish! the! case!description.34!Fernhout!et!al.! (1987)! constructed! the! coaching! system!
OBLIGATIO!which!mimics! real! life! problem! solving! dialogues!with! clients.! Although! this!
application!filled!a!gap,!it!is!limited!in!its!use!and!technically!out!of!date.!Therefore!e"See!is!
designed! to! present! law! students! with! an! environment! where! they! are! enabled! to!
construct! a! case! description.! The! students! are! presented! a! real! life! situation.! They! are!
asked! to! construct! the! case! by! selecting! and! ascertaining! the! facts! that! they! think! are!
relevant.!Where! facts! can! only! be! assessed! as! relevant! given! applicable! rules,! students!
have! to! select! applicable! rules! as!well.! Constructing! a! legal! solution! always! involves! an!
interaction! between! the! facts! and! the! legal! rules.!Depending! on!what! facts! you! select!
certain! legal! rules!may! become! applicable,!where! based! on! the! selection! of! legal! rules!
certain!facts!may!become!relevant.! It! is!exactly!this! interaction!that!makes! legal!problem!
solving! such! a! complex! activity.! Besides! that! a! major! problem! with! selecting! and!





the!main!activity! in! legal!problem!solving.!When! involved! in!the!activity!of!constructing!a!
                                            
33!MUNTJEWERFF,!supra!note!7.!
34!FERNHOUT!ET.!AL.,!!supra!note!7.!!





rules! is!one!of!the!main!difficulties! in! legal!problem!solving.!The!only!way!to!really!get!to!
grip!with!this! is!to!practice! legal!problem!solving!over!and!over!again.!Next!to!that!to!be!
able! to! recognize! a! typical! legal! problem! situation! in! the! real! life! events! involves! the!
availability!of! legal!knowledge.!Students!need! to!know! the!system!of! legal! rules!and! the!
basic!legal!concepts!and!their!position!in!law.!!
!
The! student!has! to! leaf! through! the! legal! rules!and!has! to!go!back!and! forth! from! legal!
rules!to!the!real!life!situation.!In!this!process!keeping!track!of!intermediate!results!is!also!a!
major!difficulty.!Another!difficulty! in! constructing! the! case!description! is! that! it!may!be!




an!environment! in!which! the! components!and! characteristics!of! the!activities!are!made!
explicit!in!such!a!way!that!it!restricts!the!set!of!activities!that!have!to!be!performed!by!the!
student!and!presents! systematic!guidance! to! the! student.!Such!an!environment! relieves!
the!student!of!the!task!of!keeping!track!and!recording!intermediate!results!and!enables!the!
student! to! work! in! a! systematic! way.! We! want! the! student! to! construct! the! case!
description! herself.! By! actually! having! the! student! work! on! the! construction! she!may!
experience!what!it!takes!to!construct!a!case!description!and!to!“go!through!the!problem”!












found! in! the! legal!sources.!Dutch! law! is!part!of! the! family!of!Continental! law!where! the!
main! legal! sources! are,! in! order! of! significance,! convention,! statute,! precedent! and!
common!law.!Legal!sources!are!grouped!into!areas!of!law.!The!basic!areas!of!law!are!public!
and!private! law.!Within!these!areas!different!fields!are!distinguished,!for!example,!within!
public! law!we!distinguish! constitutional! law,!administrative! law!and!penal! law,!where! in!
private!law!we!distinguish!family!law,!law!of!legal!persons!and!property!law.!Within!e"See!
these!legal!sources!are!available!to!the!student!in!a!variety!of!representations.!There!is!also!
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e"See!has! to!coach! the!student! to!enable!her! to!construct!a!case!description.!The!e"See!
environment! is! implemented!using!a!web"based! server"side!application!model.!The!user!
interacts!with! the! system! using! a! standard!web! browser,! such! as! Netscape! Navigator,!
Apple!Safari!or!MS! Internet!Explorer.!The!application!will!be!developed!using!HTML!and!
                                            
35!See!Antoinette!Muntjewerff,!e"See!An!Instructional!Environment!for!Learning!to!Construct!a!Case!Description,!in!
INTERNATIONAL!SCIENTIFIC!JOURNAL!OF!METHODS!AND!MODELS!OF!COMPLEXITY!3!(2007);!Antoinette!Muntjewerff!&!Dorien!
DeTombe,! A! Generic! Environment! for! Integrating! Streaming! Video! in! Legal! Education! e"See,! in! EDUCATIONAL!
MULTIMEDIA,!HYPERMEDIA!&!TELECOMMUNICATIONS,!527!(Gary!Marks!ed.,!2004).!
!
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JavaScript.!For! the!video!editing!Avid!Xpress!DV! is!used.!The!application! is! realized!as!a!
generic!environment! in!such!a!way!that! it!can!be!re"used! for!other! legal!domains!where!
students!have!to!select!and!ascertain!facts!in!constructing!a!case!description.!Therefore!it!































In! the! construct! case! description! part! of! the! screen! the! student! is! presented! a!menu!
showing!the!elements!to!select!from!the!real!life!situation!to!construct!the!case!description!
(i.e.!party,!claim,!facts,!and!rule).!The!student!has!to!select!an!element,!for!instance!party,!
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screen! when! pasting! the! selected! video! fragment.! To! be! able! to! select! the! correct!






Reforming! legal! higher! education! involves! organisational! aspects! as!well! as! aspects! on!
learning!and! instruction.!We! focus!on!the! learning!and! instruction!part!of!education!and!
also!make!a!restriction! for! institutionalized! learning!and! instruction,!that! is,! learning!and!
instruction!that!takes!place!within!the!context!of!a!school!or!university.!Instruction!should!
aim!at!enhancing!effective!and!efficient!learning,!that!is!the!acquisition!of!knowledge!and!
skills! in! the! field! or! subject! area! at! stake.! Instruction! involves! presentation! of! learning!
materials!and!presentation!of! support! in!processing! these!materials.!Technology! can!be!
used! in! instruction! to! support! both! the! presentation! and! the! processing! of! learning!
materials.! The! HYPATIA! research! program! describes! a!methodology! for! principled! and!
structured!design!of!electronic!materials!for!learning!the!law!effectively!and!efficiently.!!
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